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[1] We present an analysis of the users of space weather information based on 2783 responses to an
online survey among subscribers of NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center e-mail services. The
survey requested information focused on the three NOAA space weather scales: geomagnetic storms,
solar radiation storms, and radio blackouts. Space weather information is most commonly obtained for
reasons of human safety and continuity or reliability of operations. The information is primarily used
for situational awareness, as aid to understand anomalies, to avoid impacts on current and near-future
operations by implementing mitigating strategies, and to prepare for potential near-future impacts
that might occur in conjunction with contingencies that include electric power outages or GPS
perturbations. Interest in, anticipated impacts from, and responses to the three main categories of
space weather are quite uniform across societal sectors. Approximately 40% of the respondents expect
serious to very serious impacts from space weather events if no action were taken to mitigate or in the
absence of adequate space weather information. The impacts of space weather are deemed to be
substantially reduced because of the availability of, and their response to, space weather forecasts and
alerts. Current and near-future space weather conditions are generally highly valued, considered
useful, and generally, though not fully, adequate to avoid or mitigate societal impacts. We conclude
that even among those receiving space weather information, there is considerable uncertainty about
the possible impacts of space weather and thus about how to act on the space weather information that
is provided.

Citation: Schrijver, C. J., and J. P. Rabanal (2013), A survey of customers of space weather information, Space
Weather, 11, 529–541, doi:10.1002/swe.20092.

1. Introduction
[2] Space weather impacts society’s technological

infrastructure in a variety of ways through each of its
three main types: geomagnetic disturbances (for which
we generally use the shorthand designation GMD
below, quantified by NOAA’s G scale for space weather)
associated with geomagnetically induced currents and
ionospheric perturbations, solar energetic particle storms
(SEP, using NOAA’s S scale), and X-ray/(E)UV effects of
solar flares on the ionosphere (RAD, for which the R scale
is used) that can result in radio blackouts. The hazards
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of these three types of space weather for technologies on
Earth and in space have been discussed elsewhere [see,
e.g., Space Studies Board, 2008, and references therein].

[3] The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA) operates the Space Weather Prediction Cen-
ter (SWPC) in Boulder, Colorado, the official and definitive
U.S. government source of civilian space weather forecasts
and warnings. SWPC staff collect data on Sun, helio-
sphere, and geospace and assembles that information to
produce daily status summaries and forecasts for the com-
ing 3 days, as well as alerts for space weather conditions.
Interested parties from around the world can consult the
SWPC Web site for that information and can subscribe to
a product e-mail service for forecasts and alerts. By early
2013, over 32,000 organizations and individuals had signed
up for that service.

[4] Here we analyze the 2783 responses to an online
survey from the overall population of SWPC e-mail sub-
scribers. SWPC announced the existence of the survey
to all of its subscribers in an e-mail, and in a subse-
quent reminder e-mail. This is the first time that parties
interested in space weather information as provided by
NOAA’s SWPC were polled this broadly. Approximately
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Figure 1. Summary of demographics of the survey respondents, differentiating by geo-
graphical region, societal sector, organization asset value, and main interest in space weather
type (shown from left to right) for all respondents.

9% of the subscribers responded to the survey. As the sur-
vey was conducted anonymously, we cannot quantify how
representative the sample of respondents is for the overall
user group. On the other hand, those who made the effort
to respond were likely to be at least as interested in space
weather information as the average subscriber, and most
likely more so than that average subscriber.

[5] We review the demographics of the space weather
user base (section 2), the sources of space weather used
and the frequency with which these are consulted
(section 3), the perceived quality of the space weather
information (section 4), the anticipated impacts and
responses to space weather information (section 5), the
expectations for change in the future (section 6), and the
allocated budgets to obtain space weather information
and the estimated costs of impacts (section 7).

[6] We group and summarize comments by the respon-
dents in section 8 and discuss our conclusions in section 9.
That final section contains references to the sections that
support each of the conclusions. The reader may choose
to skip to section 9 for the essence of our study, or on first
reading, to review the body of this paper in a later stage.

2. Survey and Demographics of Space
Weather Users

[7] The SWPC e-mail subscriber list contains in excess
of 32,000 distinct entries, each of which was e-mailed an

invitation to participate in the survey followed by one
reminder e-mail after 14 days, with the survey closing 4
days after the second e-mail.

[8] The anonymous survey contained 40 questions in
total. First, the respondents were presented with a set of
20 general questions, with the last of these an invitation
to enter comments on the usefulness of space weather
information in a text field. Next followed 19 other ques-
tions asking respondents to provide information on why
they were interested in, and how they used information
on, each of the main categories of space weather (GMD,
SEP, RAD) showing only questions pertaining to the cate-
gories in which they expressed most interest in the first set
of questions. The final question asked for any comments
the user wanted to make on any aspect of space weather
or of its impacts.

[9] In type-specific questions, respondents were
asked to differentiate between the main categories of
space storms as per the NOAA Space Weather scales
(http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/NOAAscales): for geomag-
netic storms for classes G5 (extreme), G4 (severe), G2–3
(moderate to strong), and G1 (minor); for solar radiation
(or energetic particle) storms for classes S4-5 (severe to
extreme), S2-3 (moderate to strong), and S1 (minor); and
for radio blackouts (caused by X-ray/EUV impacts on the
ionosphere) for classes R4–5 (severe to extreme), R2-3
(moderate to strong), and R1 (minor), respectively. We
use that same differentiation below, focusing primarily on
severe and extreme events.

Figure 2. (left) Disclosed locations of the survey respondents across the globe and (right)
a zoomed-in view of the north American continent and Europe. Plus symbols mark the
locations of survey respondents.
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Figure 3. Relative number of expressions of main interest (GMD, SEP, or RAD) per sector.
The numbers on the left show the total number of respondents in a given sector, followed by
the average number of selections made out of the three options for space weather category.

[10] In total, 2783 survey respondents (9% of the full
subscriber list) started on the survey, with 1643 respon-
dents (5% of the full subscriber list) completing the entire
40-question survey (see copy of the survey in the support-
ing information).

[11] In this study, we use both the complete and incom-
plete responses to characterize the demographics of the
space weather user base (in questions 1 through 20 of
the survey in the supporting information), but use only
the complete responses to characterize the anticipated
impacts and associated costs of space weather and the
actions taken in response to space weather (questions
21 to 40 in the supporting information). The endings of
the figure subtitles identify the data set used, contrasting
“compl.” versus “all” where needed.

[12] By far the largest number of subscribers to the
SWPC space weather information is located within the
USA (74%) and its neighbors in the Americas (adding
another 9.4%), followed by Europe (13%), with 4% of the
subscribers elsewhere in the world (Figure 1a). The dis-
tribution of locations as disclosed by the respondents is
shown in Figure 2: there are strong concentrations in the
U.S. and Europe with other subscribers scattered around
the world. In total, 91% of the survey respondents are
located on the North-American continent and in Europe.

[13] Half (50.5%) of the subscribers are interested in
space weather primarily for personal reasons (Figure 1b).
Of the other 49.5% of subscribers who are professionally
interested, about 49% work in the private sector, 26% in
federal, state, or local government, and 12% in academia
or other educational settings. In order to enable us to
differentiate between large and small organizations, we
asked the respondents for a rough indication of the mag-
nitude of the assets of their organization thus enabling
at least rough comparison between corporations and gov-
ernmental organizations. The subscribers other than those
interested for personal reasons often do not know or dis-
close the value of the assets of the organization (32%,
see Figure 1c), but otherwise split evenly between rela-
tively small organizations with assets below $5M (26%)
and above $100M (27%).

[14] The interests in the main space weather types are
distributed roughly equally between the categories of
GMD events (77%), SEP events (68%), and RAD events
(65%). Respondents identified on average 2.3 different
categories as of most interest. Figure 3 summarizes the
expressed interest in the three main types of space
weather by societal sector. Overall, the interests are com-
parably distributed. Not surprisingly, the electric utility
sector has a somewhat larger than average interest in
GMD events, clearly related to the primary impacts of this
phenomenon on its operations. The airline industry has,
for the same reason, a somewhat smaller interest in GMDs
than the other societal sectors.

[15] The main reasons to be interested in space weather
as expressed by the survey respondents are summarized
in Figure 4. After personal curiosity, the main reasons
are human safety and reliability or continuity of ser-
vices. From these responses and from the comments pro-
vided by the respondents (see supporting information),
we infer that “human safety” is primarily a concern as
an indirect consequence because of the loss of, or inter-
ruption or perturbation in, a technological system, with
very few being concerned about direct health impacts of
space weather.

[16] After these top choices follow education and
research into space weather impacts. Concerns about

Figure 4. Reasons for space weather interest expres-
sed by the survey respondents.
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Figure 5. Monitoring frequency of space weather resources by societal sector.

cost of products or operations rank very low on the
interest scale.

3. Consultation of Space Weather Resources
and Its Costs

[17] Among the subscribers to NOAA/SWPC space
weather e-mailed information, 59% seeks space weather
information also from other sources. The survey pro-
vided NASA, department of defense (DoD), and “com-
mercial provider” as explicit options, followed by a
category “other” for which a text box was provided to
specify the source. Following NASA as the top provider
other than SWPC, “other” was the next most frequent
choice, followed by DoD. The category “other,” mentioned
by 35% of the respondents, contains a variety of providers.
Those mentioned at least twice in the compiled list are (in
decreasing order of frequency): spaceweather.com, ama-
teur radio, news sources, the European Space Agency, the
Australian space weather center (Ionospheric Prediction
Service), the Amateur Radio Relay League, the Solar Influ-
ences Data Center, the NOAA/SWPC web site, YouTube,
AuroraWatch, the US Federal Emergency Management
Agency, and the University of Alaska in Fairbanks.

[18] Most of the space weather information—including
the NOAA information—is obtained free of charge (for
86% of respondents), or at some cost of at most $10,000 per
year (for 3%), with 9.6% of respondents not knowing if any
costs were incurred. Only 1.1% (15 cases) of the respon-
dents paid more than $10,000 per year for the information;
these respondents included most frequently the telecom-
munication business (six respondents) the electric utility
sector (three), and emergency preparedness and response
sector (three).

[19] The SWPC Product Subscription Service (PSS) pro-
vides e-mail information in text format only, mostly driven
by space weather events. PSS subscribers do, of course,
have access to other space weather information, includ-
ing imagery and even models. The survey asked them to
specify how often they actively checked any of the space
weather sources available to them. The frequency with

which space weather information was reviewed peaked
at daily to weekly (with a pronounced paucity of “sev-
eral times a week”) but ranged from continually to never,
as summarized in Figure 5. On average, approximately
60% of respondents monitor space weather at least daily,
while 85% of respondents do so at least weekly. We note
that the airline and telecommunication sectors and the
“defense/national security” organizations are the most
likely to be continually monitoring space weather, while
the financial sector does so the least.

[20] The survey respondents are most interested in cur-
rent conditions and the few-day forecast (see Figure 6),
although there is a pronounced interest in all time scales
up to years, both for past and future conditions.

4. Adequacy of, and Response to, Space Weather
Forecasts and Alerts

[21] Space weather forecasts are deemed generally ade-
quate by about 75% of the respondents, although only
about 20% rated the forecasts as fully adequate (Figure 7).
On average, some 10% considered the information some-
what or wholly inadequate, a sentiment expressed most
strongly by the few respondents in the insurance sector
and in the nonairline transportation and shipping sector.

[22] Respondents largely agreed that they and/or their
organizations would respond to space weather forecasts
or alerts for severe to extreme space weather: on average,
about 55% stated that they were very likely to respond,

Figure 6. Time range relative to present for which
respondents expressed interest in space weather. Mul-
tiple options were allowed.
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Figure 7. Evaluation of adequacy of space weather information by societal sector.

while some 80% considered it somewhat to very likely
that they would respond (Figure 8). The strongest devi-
ations from these numbers lie with the insurance and
financial sectors.

[23] The anticipated impacts on operations are summa-
rized in Figure 9, differentiating by federal and state/local
government (Figure 9, left) and large and small private-
sector organizations (Figure 9, right). There are differ-
ences between these categories, but there is an overall
agreement on the anticipated impacts, although the gov-
ernment sector anticipates a typically somewhat stronger
impact on operations than does the private sector. The
class of extreme geomagnetic storms and associated geo-
magnetically induced currents is deemed the most serious
threat for very strong impacts in both the government and
private sectors, but when looking jointly at severe and
extreme events and allowing for strong and very strong
impacts, there is general agreement between these sectors
in evaluating the anticipated impact.

[24] The likelihood of response to severe to extreme
space weather conditions or alerts/forecasts is summa-
rized in Figure 10, similarly differentiated. Here we see,
again, a general similarity in the patterns. In more detail,
we note that the federal government responds comparably
to state/local governments, although somewhat more in

case of GMDs. We also note that smaller companies
respond somewhat more than larger ones.

[25] Figure 11 summarizes the actions taken for differ-
ent severe to extreme space storms. The general response
of the organizations to severe or extreme space weather is
either to modify operations or to increase monitoring of
operations, while often sending out internal alerts. Oper-
ations may be stopped in some cases, but that is relatively
rare in general, albeit relatively more common for the
smaller private-sector entities.

5. Space Weather Impacts Absent Preparation
or Mitigating Responses

[26] Figure 12 summarizes the expected impacts for
scenarios in which no action is taken in response to space
weather conditions or forecasts, differentiated by sector
for (GMD; top) geomagnetic disturbances, (SEP; middle)
solar radiation storms, and (RAD; bottom) ionospheric
impacts from X-ray/EUV flaring that could lead to radio
blackouts. We note that there is little systematic significant
differentiation between the anticipated impacts of severe
to extreme events (Figure 12 (top) applies to extreme
geomagnetic disturbances (GMD), whereas severe and
extreme X-ray/(E)UV effects on the ionosphere (RAD) and

Figure 8. Likelihood to respond to space weather alerts and forecasts of severe or extreme
conditions by societal sector.
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Figure 9. Anticipated impact of space weather on organizational operations. The lefthand
panel shows the anticipated impacts for the government sector. In each pair of bars, we show
the responses of the federal government in the top bar and of state/local governments in the
bottom bar. Bar pairs differentiate by type of event (for extreme E, severe S, and moderate
MO events). The righthand panel shows the same for the private sector, for companies with
assets above $20M in the top bar of each pair and for less than that in the bottom bar of each
pair. Options for impacts (in order from left to right) are: unknown and no, weak, moderate,
strong, or very strong impacts, respectively.

Figure 10. Anticipated likelihood of response to a space weather forecast for extreme E,
severe S, and moderate MO conditions. (left) The likelihood for the government sector, with
federal and state/local respondents shown in the top and bottom bars of each pair, differ-
entiated for each type of event. (right) The likelihood for the private sector, for companies
with assets above $20M in the top bar and for less than that in the bottom bar of each pair.
Options for likelihood of response (in order from left to right) are as follows: unlikely, rarely,
sometimes, often, and definitely.
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(a) Gov.(State/local) (b) Gov.(Fed.)

(c) Priv.(   $20M) (d) Priv.(>$20M)

Figure 11. Anticipated actions in response to a space weather forecast for extreme, severe,
and moderate conditions. Differentiation of the anticipated actions for the government
sector, with (a) state/local and (b) federal respondents (showing extreme E and severe S sep-
arately for GMD events, and combined for SEP and RAD events). Same as in Figures 11a
and 11b but for the private sector, for (c) companies with assets below $20M and (d) larger
companies. The survey options given (displayed from left to right) were: “no action,” “stop
operations,” “modify operations,” “monitor operations,” “issue internal alerts,” and “issue
external alerts”; multiple options could be selected.
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Figure 12. Anticipated impacts of severe to extreme space weather conditions by societal
sector absent preparatory or mitigating actions, (top) for GMD, (middle) RAD, or (bottom)
SEP events.

severe and extreme radiation events (SEP) are grouped
together).

[27] The similarity in anticipated responses across the
various sectors and space weather phenomena is in some
cases unexpected because different sectors rely on differ-
ent mixes of technologies. One example of unexpected
declared impact expectation includes that of the electric
power sector to solar radiation storms. In other cases,
the anticipation of impacts by more than one category
of space weather likely reflects, at least in part, physical
coupling between phenomena. For example, geomagnetic
disturbances are associated with ionospheric perturba-
tions, which may explain why, say, the GPS/GNSS sector

and indirectly dependent sectors such as GPS-guided
agriculture are also interested in severe geomagnetic
disturbances because these may provide proxy informa-
tion about ionospheric scintillation that would affect GPS
signals. Similarly, satellite manufacturers and operators
may be interested in geomagnetic disturbances because
of the associated generation of energetic radiation within
the geomagnetic field. For other sectors, the mixed interest
in space weather types is less surprising. Telecommuni-
cation, for example, would rely on some mix of electrical
power, ionospheric properties, and satellite functional-
ity. But despite our appreciation of coupled phenomena
for the distinct types of space weather, it is surprising
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Figure 13. Expectation of change in future susceptibility to space weather by societal sector.

that the diverse sectors have such comparable interest
in, and expressed susceptibility to, different types of
space weather.

[28] The similarity of expected impacts on technologi-
cal infrastructures, if alerts and warnings of the three main
categories of space weather were to be ignored, is puz-
zling and requires further study. We suspect that several
factors are involved. On the one hand, it is likely that users
recognize that the various pathways of space weather into
technological impacts are correlated so that information
on one type can help interpret what happens in another,
or that, for example, the occurrence of a major flare would
provide additional lead time before effects of a related
magnetic storm would occur. On the other hand, we shall
also need to assess the possibility that among some users
there is a fair degree of unfamiliarity with the distinct
space weather phenomena and their impacts.

6. Expectations of Future Susceptibility
to Space Weather

[29] Figure 13 summarizes the expectation for change in
the future for space weather impacts. Every sector pre-
dominantly expects changes to occur. The reasons for this
expected change (Figure 14) reveal predominantly opti-
mism: improved situational awareness, improved fore-
casting, and improved understanding of the impacts

on technology are the most frequently flagged reasons.
Improved understanding of the impacts of space weather
would presumably lead to less susceptibility to its effects
both because of advanced designs that involve compo-
nents that are less sensitive or systems that are more
resilient. These would involve changes in technology that
are also selected fairly frequently: development of alterna-
tive technology and of backup systems.

7. Financial Impacts and Budgets
[30] Many (25%) of the respondents have no knowl-

edge of any budget dedicated to prepare for, respond to,
or recover from space weather events in 2013. A large
majority of the respondents (73%) know that no budget is
allocated for such actions.

[31] The impact costs of space weather for 2012 are
either unknown (50%) or estimated to be zero (48%). For
the 33 respondents who specified the financial impact, val-
ues ranged from $20 to $1.5M, averaging at $150,000. The
number of respondents who specify an impact is too small,
however, to make a meaningful estimate or even a guess
of the overall financial impact of space weather on the
customers of space weather information, let alone on the
overall economy.

Figure 14. Motivations for expectations of changed future susceptibility to space weather by
sector. Selection of more than one option was allowed.
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8. Respondents Comments

8.1. From Respondents in Government
[32] The largest group of comments from respondents

in the government sector concerned use of space weather
information for situational awareness for various reasons.
Information is used both for decision making on oper-
ations and as input during anomaly resolution in both
civilian and military radio communications as well as for
spacecraft operations (both near Earth and in interplan-
etary space). Moreover, the information is used to guide
satellite design and for informational purposes by users
of satellite-based and satellite-supported navigation sys-
tems (including surveying, aerial photography, etc.). Uses
of space weather information also include safeguarding
the operation of electric utilities and grids, context infor-
mation by those tasked with emergency preparedness,
business continuity, and general public safety. It is also
used as context information for scientific studies of the
Earth’s atmosphere (see Text S1, comments 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9,
11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 53, 55, 56, 58, 59, 62, 63, 64,
66, 67, 70, 71, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 84, 90, 91, 92, 95, 96,
97, 99, and 100 in the supporting information).

[33] The frequent use of space weather information for
situational awareness is likely the basis for the repeatedly
voiced request (6% of government respondents) for more
specific regional forecasts and for sector-specific forecasts,
including the airlines, maritime sector, satellite, and GPS
sectors, and even for different locations within the solar
system (see Text S1, comment 41; Text S2, comments 24, 26,
27, 28, 36, 37, 41, 47, and 64 in the supporting information).
Some 11% of government respondents requested more
specific forecast information, both in terms of forecast
accuracy and timing, and clearer and simpler information
on what the forecasts mean and how to respond to severe
space weather alerts (see Text S1, comments 51, 61, 73, and
83; Text S2, comments 1, 4, 5, 11, 13, 23, 30, 32, 33, 35, 37, 39,
48, and 53 in the supporting information). Even more fre-
quently (12% of comments by government respondents)
did we encounter comments on uncertainties about exis-
tence or strength of space weather impacts, important for,
for example, development of standards and training mate-
rials (see Text S1, comments 2, 4, 10, 14, 17, 20, 22, 26, 39,
43, 54, 57, 69, 72, 86, and 89, and Text S2, comments 1, 7, 55,
and 60 in the supporting information).

8.2. From Respondents in the Private Sector
[34] As in the government sector, the most frequent

group of comments addressed the use of space weather
information for situational awareness. The information
is used both in decision making on operations and in
anomaly resolution for spacecraft, including maintaining
their optimal operational efficiency. Moreover, it is used
to formulate requirements for spacecraft design (includ-
ing amateur radio satellites). Another use is in space-
craft tracking. It is used as information by the electric
power industry (for system protection, including nuclear

power plants, and for recovery from disturbances). It pro-
vides valuable guidance for those using satellite-based
or satellite-augmented navigation (including, e.g., auto
steering) and surveying (including phase-measuring Real
Time Kinetic, or RTK systems) and for drilling control
systems. Space weather can be important in the design
of microelectronics (including flight control systems on
aircraft) as well as for the protection of computer sys-
tems and data centers (related to business continuity and
process monitoring and flow). Space weather can affect
radio-based communications (including routing through
satellite systems or broadcasting service; including both
professional and amateur systems). Space weather from
some sources can be useful to provide redundancy to
other space weather systems, including those that may be
owned by the interested subscriber’s organization. Other
uses identified include tourist travel operations, GPS-
driven precision agriculture, aircraft communication and
routing, internet functionality, continuity of financial ser-
vices, security issues, and pigeon racing (see Text S1,
comments 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108, 109, 110, 113, 114,
116, 118, 119, 120, 123, 126, 127, 128, 132, 124, 135, 136,
137, 138, 140, 141, 142, 143, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152,
153, 154, 157, 160, 163, 166, 168, 169, 173, 175, 176, 179,
181, 182, 183, 185, 186, 188, 190, 191, 192, 193, 195, 196,
200, 201, 202, 204, 207, 209, 210, 213, 214, 216, 220, 221,
223, 224, 225, 228, 230, 231, 232, 234, 235, 236, 238, 239,
240, 243, 244, 245, 250, 251, 254, 255, 256, 257, 258, 259,
260, 261, 264, 266, 268, 270, 271, 273, 274, 276, 277, 279,
280, 281, 282, 284, 285, 289, 291, 293, 296, 297, 298, 299, 301,
303, and 305).

[35] Some 11% of the comments concerned uncertain-
ties about existence or strength of space weather impacts
(see Text S1, comments 101, 121, 124, 130, 159, 167, 174, 180,
189, 194, 197, 198, 199, 203, 216, 247, 248, 252, 262, 272, 286,
288, 290, 292, 295, 303, 304, and 306; A2, no. 67, 69, 71, 94,
143, 144, 165, 168, 180, and 182), with another 2% explicitly
concerned with possible health impacts, including that of
flight crews and passengers (see Text S1, comments 229,
233, 240, 275, 280, and 287).

[36] Other common comments (though less frequent
than for the government sector) asked for improved per-
formance and clearer information on what the forecasts
mean and how to respond to severe space weather alerts
(3%) (see Text S1, comments 1, and Text S2, comments
81, 82, 86, 87, 99, 126, 148, 184, and 193) and for location-
specific or sector-specific forecasts and impact informa-
tion, including, for example, a marine GPS forecast and
satellite radiation forecast (6%; see Text S1, comment 187;
Text S2, comments 77, 101, 103, 108, 126, 137, 151, 152, 158,
163, 167, 168, 171, 172, 175, 177, 183, 202, and 203).

8.3. From Respondents in Education
and Academic Research

[37] Some of the comments in the relatively small
groups of education and academic research also focused
on situational awareness in decision making on spacecraft
operations and positioning, ground-based instrument
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positioning, calibration and anomaly resolution in experi-
mental setups (including nuclear physics and neurology),
and for guidance on emergency preparedness (see Text S1,
comments 313, 315, 325, 330, 331, 337, 341, and 343). Here,
too, some requested regional or impact-specific forecasts
(see Text S2, comments 214, 215, and 220).

9. Discussion and Conclusions
[38] The survey was announced by e-mail to some 32,000

individual subscribers to space weather information from
NOAA’s Space Weather Prediction Center. We cannot
quantify how representative the pool of respondents is rel-
ative to the overall population of subscribers, but presume
that the respondents are at least as interested in space
weather as the average subscriber, while it is likely that the
respondents are, in fact, more interested than that aver-
age subscriber. The sample of respondents is sufficiently
large, and covers a sufficiently wide range of interests,
societal sectors, and levels of involvement in acting on
space weather information, that this study provides a use-
ful insight into how space weather is deemed to impact
societal technology.

[39] Based on 2783 responses to an online survey of
subscribers to SWPC forecast and alert services, we con-
clude the following:

[40] (1). Space weather information as supplied by the
Space Weather Prediction Center is generally used for
situational awareness, both for decision making and plan-
ning activities and for understanding perturbations or
anomalies in system behavior (sections 4 and 5). This situa-
tional awareness is important for a remarkably diverse set
of societal activities (see a brief enumeration in section 8).

[41] The availability of space weather information for
the purpose of situational awareness makes a substan-
tial difference in the assessed impact of space weather.
Given space weather information, both the private and
government sectors deem the risk of strong or very
strong impacts to be substantially lower for all types of
space storms than in the absence of such information to
decision makers.

[42] This perceived difference in impact with or with-
out space weather information is most pronounced for
extreme GMD events in the larger private sector and the
federal government organizations (Figure 15), but shows
up as a general pattern in all responses. For extreme
GMD events, for example, moderate to strong impacts
are expected in the absence of actions to mitigate against
space weather impacts by some 75–80% of respondents,
but that drops to close to 50% for the situation where space
weather information is available and acted upon. Inter-
estingly, part of that reduction in anticipated impact is
attributable to an increase in the fraction of respondents
who state that the magnitude of the impact is “unknown”
given actionable information about space weather. This
same exchange is seen throughout the types and classes
of space weather: acting on space weather lowers the frac-
tion of responses expecting a moderate or strong impact

on operations, associated with a small increase in the frac-
tion that expresses uncertainty of impacts compared to
that fraction expressed if no action were taken.

[43] (2). Absent situational awareness regarding space
weather conditions, or in case no action were taken in
response to space weather forecasts and alerts, substantial
impacts are generally expected (section 5). For the category
of severe or extreme geomagnetic disturbances (GMD),
for example, on average about 60% of the respondents
expects a strong if not very strong impact on their activ-
ities, while approximately 45% of respondents across all
sectors expects such impacts from severe or extreme radi-
ation (SEP) events or for RAD events (X-ray/(E)UV effects
of solar flares on the ionosphere.

[44] (3). The three main types of space weather
phenomena—geomagnetic storms (GMD), solar radiation
events (SEP), and X-ray/EUV impacts on the ionosphere
related to radio blackouts (RAD)—are essentially of
comparable interest to the respondents, with but lit-
tle differentiation between the various societal sectors
(section 2).

[45] (4). Space weather is most commonly monitored on
a daily to once a week basis, in line with the pronounced
interest in “current conditions” and 1–3 day forecasts
(section 3).

[46] (5). Space weather information is deemed “gener-
ally adequate” by 75% of the respondents, while 10%
considers it somewhat or wholly inadequate (section 4).

[47] (6). About 41% of the respondents rely on space
weather information from NOAA’s SWPC alone, while the
rest has a variety of other sources among which NASA,
DoD, and spaceweather.com stand out as the sources most
frequently identified by name (section 3).

[48] (7). Space weather information on severe to extreme
storms leads about 55% of the respondents to very likely
respond and up to 85% somewhat to very likely (section 4).
Responses are most often increased monitoring, but
for the most extreme events process modification or,
particularly for geomagnetic disturbances, stopped work
is likely (section 4).

[49] (8). The majority of respondents anticipates a
changing impact in the future, with only some 15% expect-
ing no change (section 6). The most common reasons for
this change in impact in the future is optimism about
improved situational awareness, improved forecasting,
and improved understanding of the impacts on technology
(each identified by 50% or more of the respondents, while
changing technology or uses of technology are also quite
common (between 20% and 30%)

[50] (9). Costs of space weather: out of all the respon-
dents, only 2% of their organizations know the budget
allocated for 2013 to prepare for, respond to, or recover
from space weather impacts (section 7). Half of the respon-
dents do not know the financial impact of space weather
even on their own organization, while 48% estimates there
was not financial impact for 2012.

[51] The unfamiliarity of the space weather user commu-
nity with the financial impacts of space weather (see item
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Figure 15. Acting on space weather information is generally deemed to reduce the risk of
impacts as seen by (top bar in each pair) contrasting expected impacts of space weather
storms in case no action is taken with the (bottom bar in each pair) estimated impacts given
space weather information and mitigating actions. (top-left and bottom-left) Effects on rel-
atively large and small private-sector organizations. The panels on the right show the same
for (top) federal and (bottom) state/local government organizations. Impacts are shown sep-
arately for extreme E, severe S, and moderate MO for GMD events and for E/Sm and MO
events for SEP and RAD events.

(8) in the above list) is remarkable at first glance. Review
of the user comments (see section 8) suggests to us one of
the potential reasons for this: a large fraction of the recipi-
ents of space weather information uses it either to modify
their actions or operations or to increase monitoring of
their actions or processes. Thus, the awareness of space
weather conditions helps to avoid problems that might

otherwise be caused by space weather absent mitigating
strategies or increased monitoring, or it helps prepare for
contingencies that range from equipment malfunction to
various types of emergencies. The forecasts are thus used
to mitigate or entirely circumvent the financial impacts
that might otherwise occur. This inference is supported by
the expectations (see item (2) above and Figures 12 and 15)
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of strong impacts on activities of the users’ organizations
if no action were taken in response to alerts and warnings
of severe space storms.

[52] Another reason why the cost impact is deemed to
be zero or is unknown is that the recipient(s) of the space
weather information are unaware of the costs, or that the
costs are difficult to estimate on the own organization as
well as on the broader society depending on its products
or services.

[53] The expected impacts for severe to extreme space
weather expressed by the survey respondents (see
section 5) shows relatively little differentiation by societal
sector or by type of space weather (item (3) above). As
different sectors rely on different mixes of technologies,
this is an unexpected result that requires further study.
We hypothesize that it may be that the respondents are
aware of impacts that have been insufficiently studied, or
that they allow for coupled or cascading impacts of differ-
ent types of space weather. On the other hand, insufficient
familiarity with the distinct space weather phenomena
may cause some of the respondents to be somewhat influ-
enced by the characterization of the event as “severe”
or “extreme.” It appears to us that investigation of the
cause of the relative insensitivity of expressed interests
and anticipated impacts on the type of space weather will
enhance the appreciation of the needs and expectations of
customers of space weather information.

[54] Some unfamiliarity with space weather phenom-
ena and their impacts by the user community is evident
from the requests (section 8) for clearer information on
the potential impacts given a forecast (in 12% of the com-
ments from government respondents and 11% of those in
the private sector), requests for region-specific and sector-
specific forecasts (6% in both the government and private
sectors), and requests to better present or to study the
potential and anticipated impacts on various technological
“platforms” (6% and 3% for the government and private
sectors, respectively).
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